
JOHN ADAMS FILM WORKSHEET

John Adams HBO film questions. Part One â€“ Join or Die. 1. Where does this film begin? In what year does it begin? 2.
What did John Adams call the â€œBoston.

Making the most of that technology could sharpen students' awareness of the unbridgeable gap between the
vivid, unambiguous images on the screen and the documentary record with its inevitable omissions, its
enchanting ambiguities, and its stubborn facts. In 25 words or more, what do you see? What was the favored
tactic of intimidation which was used by the Sons of Liberty? Worksheet 3 Part One â€” Join or Die 1. The
same technology that lets filmmakers present convincing images of a half-built Washington, DC, enables them
to enrich teachers' and students' appreciation of what historical dramas can and cannot do. But Ellis read
enough to know that Adams did not have to break a tie over the Jay Treaty, an "invention" he justified on the
grounds that Adams cast more decisive votes in the Senate than any other vice president has ever done; that
Rush brokered Adams's reconciliation with Jefferson before, not after, Abigail's death; that Adams did not ride
out to see the Battle of Concord, and so on. Where did Adams attend college? What did Adams do for work
upon graduation from college? Viewers are unlikely to forget vivid depictions of the smallpox inoculations
performed on Abigail and her children, the amputation of a sailor's leg on board the ship carrying John to
France, and the surgery Benjamin Rush performed on John and Abigail's adult daughter Nabby in the vain
hope that she might survive breast cancer. Finally, long before the massacre a British Satan had tried and
failed to bribe Adams, who had already established himselfâ€”and been chosen for public officeâ€”as one of
the most tenacious, effective, and visible of the colonists challenging Parliament's authority. He finds bloody
bodies strewn across a snow-covered square and a mob screaming that those responsible must be brought to
justice. John Adams remains as difficult to like as his "dearest friend" Abigail is impossible to resist.
Specialists will appreciate their meticulous attention to detail. Adams did not stumble upon the dead after the
massacre or hear the crowd demand vengeance. When Adams proclaims that the proposed federal constitution
will bring to the struggling nation only the order that the state constitutionsâ€”including the one Adams
himself gave Massachusettsâ€”had effectively provided, Jefferson snaps that the plan would "close off
revolution to reaction. Unlike Washington, Franklin, Jefferson, or Hamilton, the cerebral, brooding Adams
remained uneasy in the public eye. Who did John Adams nominate to serve as the general of the Continental
Army? Define the term massacre. Unhappy Boston! On what date was Adams born? Tempted by a royal
official who dangles a lucrative place in the colonial legal system and enticed by the Sons of Liberty to run for
office in Massachusetts, Adams renounces both options. Yet the extremes of Giamatti's characterization do
make some sense. How does it make you feel? Laura Linney infuses Abigail Adams with sublimeâ€”albeit
iron-willedâ€”patience. What was the first slaveholding colony in New England? A couple of scenes from the
film must suffice to illustrate how effectively it conveys Adams's bottomless self-righteousness. Under what
pen name did Adams publish 12 essays in the Boston Gazette?


